PRODUCTS IN ACTION

A room with a view
Phantom’s retractabwle door screens selected for a year-round gathering space in Millerton, NY

“This is an example of taking a space
you already have and making it more
like your dream home. It’s about getting
excited about your home again.
Seeing it with new eyes, imagining what
could be and bringing that to life.”
- Stephen Saint-Onge

LOCATION:

Millerton, New York

STYLE:

Country

DESIGNER:

Stephen Saint-Onge

PRODUCT:

Phantom Legacy™ retractable door screens

MESH TYPE:

Fiberglass 18/14 mesh

NEED:

While restoring a historic home, the designer
needed to screen the French doors to maintain
easy access to the backyard. It was important for
the screens to stay out of the way and not block
the light from entering the room.

SOLUTION:

Phantom’s retractable door screens with Phifer’s
18/14 insect mesh in charcoal finish deliver great
visibility to the outside, allowing the family to
enjoy uninterrupted views even when the screens
are in use.

OVERVIEW

PRODUCT FAST FACTS

Stephen Saint-Onge, a published author, speaker and interior designer,
was requested by a family in Millerton, NY, to update their existing
enclosed patio. Originally built in the 1970s, the main structure was in bad
repair. Stephen turned the previously run-down patio into a year-round
dining room, creating a dining area that incorporates large windows,
French doors that open to the backyard, and allows homeowners take in
the changing seasons while letting light into the new room.

•
•
•
•

Phantom’s door screens retract out of sight on either side of the door; the
white color of the housings helps them blend into the door casings and
does not take away from the design of the space.

•

APPLICATION HIGHLIGHTS
Insect-free natural ventilation
The retractable screens feature Phifer 18/14 insect mesh with 45%
openness which allows the guests to open the doors to enjoy the
ocean breeze without having to worry about letting in the bugs.
Easy operation with secure closure
Legacy’s integrated latching handle is durable and easy to use. It
closes the screen securely to prevent accidental opening in
breezy conditions.
Complements any doorway
Phantom’s door screens blend with all types of doors without
detracting from the building’s design.

•

Custom made, professionally installed
Integrated latching handle
Available in 10 signature colors
Custom color options (including wood
grain finishes)
Mesh options for insect protection
and sun control
Fits all door types

WIDTH

HEIGHT

SINGLE
UNIT

Max 48”

78” to 100”

Max 36”

100 1/8” to 120”

DOUBLE
UNIT

Max 96”

78” to 100”

Max 72”

100 1/8” to 120”

Contact your local Authorized Phantom
Screens Distributor to order your
Phantom retractable screen today!
1-888-PHANTOM phantomscreens.com

